Le baron Pierre de Coubertin
Jean Cardot (FRA), 1991
This statue of the reviver of the Olympic Games can be found at the entrance to The Museum, in front of the Olympic fire and Coubertin's famous motto: “Citius, Altius, Fortius” (“Faster, Higher, Stronger”).
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Citius - Altius - Fortius
Miguel Berrocal Ortiz (ESP), 1991-1992
This muscular torso, made up of six components that open and close in a slow, regular movement, can be found to the left of the entrance when you come to The Museum!
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Non-violence
Carl-Fredrik Reutersward (SWE), 1997
No risk here! The knotted gun sculpture was designed to symbolise peace and non-violence. You can see it at The Museum’s north entrance.
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Pluie
Jean-Michel Folon (BEL), 1996
Head to the Museum entrance to admire this poetically rendered sculpture of a man in a long coat holding an umbrella that produces rain!
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Drapeau olympique
Emili Armengol (ESP), 1999
Standing on the path leading up to The Museum, this sculpture, with two lawn hockey sticks at the side, depicts the famous Olympic rings.
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